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This is a book written for busy teachers who want to make mathematics more exciting
and more demanding for the able students they teach. The photocopiable activities are
suitable for use inside the classroom on a regular or occasional basis and the materials
also provide useful enrichment tasks for after-school clubs or master classes.

Creativity is making a comeback on the educational stage, and for those who wish to
know more, the opening chapters give an introduction to the topic and offer ideas on
the education of the more able. 

The target-driven culture within which you, as a teacher, are obliged to operate is not
going to go away, but at least there is a growing awareness among those in power that
creativity raises self-esteem, prepares students for life and enriches their lives. 

The script remains the same but producers are being encouraged to be more innovative;
this book is designed to facilitate that process. The creativity that is being encouraged may
not be innovative when compared with that of da Vinci or Einstein, but for any individual
young mathematician represents the beginnings of originality of thought.

This book has grown out of research undertaken while teaching full time. The area for
research emerged in discussion with gifted and talented students themselves, who felt
unable to express their creativity within the mathematics classroom, and their teachers,
who felt constrained by the demands of the mathematics curriculum. These classroom
needs led me to develop materials which are challenging and fulfilling for the student
while not putting heavy demands on the teacher.

Terms such as ‘gifted’ and ‘more able’ have been, and will continue to be, used as
interchangeable terms throughout this book as the label is not in itself important. What
matters is meeting student’s individual needs.

My intention is to support teachers, who feel restricted by the rigidity of the curricu-
lum, to provide opportunities for the most able mathematicians to demonstrate what
Torrance and Goff (1990) refer to as ‘that special excitement’ experienced when being
creative. Coursework used to permit students to expand their knowledge but it is now so
time limited that the bell sounds before the situation can truly be explored. To me there
is a need to encourage students to maintain high levels of curiosity and playfulness as
they use and extend their subject-specific expertise, while developing the communica-
tion skills relevant in our technological age. 

My research findings convinced me of the need to include more opportunities for stu-
dents to develop their creative skills, and I modified my own teaching accordingly.
There was, and is, no doubt in my mind that, when teaching the most able, I could and
should take more risks and allow them to take greater control over their learning. In a
way the research gave me permission to adjust my approach as I had evidence to support
the change.
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Not all teachers have such a professional development opportunity and in today’s
classrooms the teacher of mathematics may or may not be a specialist. Diverting from
the straight and narrow of any imposed curriculum requires greater risk-taking on the
part of the teacher, and it is more difficult to take such risk if one lacks confidence in
knowing all the possible avenues that gifted students might explore and in one’s ability
to follow the footsteps.

My intention is to support a move away from the view of teacher-giver and student-
receiver model towards a teacher as facilitator approach – to me an inevitable step if
mathematically gifted students are to reach their potential. Such a move does not
require the teacher to have all the answers but to have strategies for finding them. The
situation is then less threatening to the teacher, as there is no requirement to know all
there is to know. In a democratic classroom atmosphere there is an acceptance that
every individual has a part to play in reaching a solution.

The book is in two parts that may, if preferred, be read independently. Reading Part A
does, however, help with understanding the nature of the tasks in Part B. Part A is an
introduction to some of the background literature, considering what is meant by the
term ‘creativity’ and how teaching attitudes might impact on its development. Part B
contains activities that may be used within the classroom or as enrichment activities pri-
marily for students aged 11 to 14 years. While most activities have been designed for
small groups of able mathematicians, it is possible to use many with the whole class or
with individuals. Activities are planned so that progressively more control may be
handed over to the student. How much or how little mathematical freedom is given to
the student is a choice made by the teacher through considered selection of the activity.

Early chapters in Part B offer structured activities and leave the control with the
teacher, but as the book progresses more and more control is handed over from the
teacher to the student. 

Teachers’ notes give guidance on the use of the materials but the main recommen-
dation is that examples towards the end of the book should not be used with students
who have had no previous experience of freedom over the direction of their mathe-
matical work.

The notes allow the teacher to consider in advance:

■ necessary existing knowledge
■ lesson objectives (The open-ended nature of the activities means that there may well

be some learning outcomes which have not been anticipated!)
■ grouping 
■ equipment 
■ minimum time 
■ suggested outcomes.

Those teachers who use the activities frequently will notice some repetition of informa-
tion, but this is unavoidable if each task is also to be accessible on a stand-alone basis.

Activities are not differentiated by year group or age because any activity could be
suitable for any group. The range of ability within the ‘most able’ is such that you, as a
teacher, are best placed to decide whether or not any particular task is appropriate. 

The activities should generate their own extension activities: students will get caught
up in the ideas and make their own highly creative suggestions for follow-on activities.
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Teaching notes include some possibilities and, in some cases, descriptions of how stu-
dents have extended the material.

Students are offered the opportunity to present their findings in a variety of mediums
but with a strong emphasis throughout on talk as a means of clarifying thought.

As mentioned above, the activities are designed to appeal to the able 11 to 14-year-
old learner but there is really no age restriction on their use. Where the student is at
mathematically, not chronologically, is the most important factor. You may decide that
students significantly younger or older could benefit from a more creative mathematics
experience. The bar chart in Figure 1.1 provides an indication of likely suitability across
the range, but may of course be extended in both directions remembering that it is
‘mathematical’ age that is the most important.

A colleague of mine, an English teacher who would describe herself as an average mathe-
matician, says that she now views mathematics differently having worked with me. My
approach is multidisciplinary, allowing students to bring together a range of creative
responses.

That is not to say that there will not be hesitancy when considering the tasks. It is
likely that teachers will feel uncertain about the merits of presenting mathematics in a
different light. Students, too, might need some encouragement to dip a first toe in the
water but this uncertainty will be rapidly replaced with excitement in generating ideas
and pride at reaching illuminating mathematical solutions. Commitment will come
about naturally, as the tasks are intended to be intriguing such that the able mathemati-
cian is motivated to explore and to discover.

As Goethe is reputed to have said, ‘Whatever you can do or dream you can, begin it.
Boldness has genius, power and magic in it: begin it now’. The message to both teachers
and students is, enjoy the challenges, the risks are worth taking, have fun and learn!

Introduction 3
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Likely suitability

Age 9 Age 10 Age 11 Age 12 Age 13 Age 14 Age 15

Figure 1.1 Suitability
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Prior knowledge
Students need to be able to ■ understand and use appropriate formulae for 

finding circumferences and areas of circles, areas 
of plane rectilinear figures and volumes of 
cuboids when solving problems

■ calculate lengths, areas and volumes in plane 
shapes and right prisms

■ solve numerical problems involving 
multiplication and division with numbers of any 
size, using a calculator efficiently and 
appropriately

Lesson objectives
To encourage students to ■ calculate lengths of circular arcs and areas of 

sectors, and calculate the surface area of 
cylinders and volumes of cones and spheres 
(exceptional performance)

■ use mathematical language and symbols 
effectively in presenting a convincing reasoned 
argument including mathematical justifications 
(exceptional performance)

Suggested outcome ■ A poster from each group used to display their 
findings and as a visual aid when describing their
thought processes to others

Groupings Small groups of 4 with similar strengths 

Timing Minimum 2 hours

Equipment Access to textbooks or the Internet

Igloo

Teaching NotesT

�

�

✎



It is the responsibility of the subgroup to make sure that each member is confident in
the technique and capable of explaining it to a fellow student who has not been a
member of that particular expert group. Your judgement is needed to decide how long
should be allocated to the preparatory work as it depends on how much prior knowl-
edge is held collectively by the group. The time limit for the preparatory work needs to
be stated at the outset.

The subgroups are then reformed so that there is at least one expert on each mathe-
matical skill in each of the new groups. Allow time for the experts to explain to the
other members how they undertook their task and then provide the igloo for the group
to work on. At this stage it may be useful to engage in a brainstorming activity to discuss
the shapes of which the igloo is composed.

Suggestions for questions which may be needed by some students at the initial stage:

■ What shapes can you see in this drawing?
■ What does it look like where the shapes join?
■ How tall must the entrance be to let an Eskimo crawl in?

The shape can be thought of as made up of two cylindrical sections and a hemisphere.
As the task is designed for able students, no measurements are given and some aspects of
the shape are not defined. Apart from likely dimensions, students will need to decide the
overlap between the door and the main body of the igloo, and will need to estimate the
effect of this on their figures.

If you feel that this is too challenging, the igloo could be redrawn so that the cylindri-
cal doorway overlaps solely with the cylindrical bottom section of the igloo and not
with the hemisphere. 

The task can be made more directed by providing dimensions, or less directed by sug-
gesting that the picture is of a two-person igloo and allowing students to decide on the
likely dimensions. 

The drawing gives some indication of the thickness of the ice so the volume of ice,
the interior volume and the surface area can all be estimated. 

Students may wish to consider how adults could occupy the inside shape – sitting,
lying down, and so on. 

Teaching strategies with practical suggestions 33
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Group A 

Volumes of spheres and hemispheres

Task Find the volume of a tennis ball if 
you know the radius 

Group B

Surface areas of spheres and hemispheres

Task Find the curved surface area of a 
hemispherical dome if you know the radius

Group C

Volume of cylinders

Task Find the volume of a baked bean tin

Group D 

Surface area of cylinders

Task Find the total surface area of a pipe

Igloo Preparatory work
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Igloo

An estate agent is advertising this low-maintenance igloo as a cosy weekend retreat for
two Eskimos. What details can you provide for his information sheet?
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